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competitive landscape
interesting, but not insurmountable.

big dog old guard allies



how we’ll win

- use blockchain devoted to naming 
- layer 0 
- super secure PoW base

- we own TLDs people want to build on 
- move faster 
- do more for customer service & protection

- TLDs are a scarce resource 
- our curated portfolio is 🔥 
- our infra can be SaaS-ified



product readiness
bit of a pivot…

BEFORE
registry platform → registrar 
pastry (B2B)                                                      beachfront/ (B2C)

NOW
registry platform backend → registrar 
pastry (in-house)                                                                                  beachfront/ (B2C)

FUTURE
registry platform backend → registrar 
pastry (in-house)                                                                                  beachfront/ (B2C) 

                       ↓ 
                 partners 
                                    other registrars (B2B)

➠



registry 
platform



registry 
backend



registrar 
homepage



TLD marketing 
page



business models
we’ve got several

monthly/annual fees 
website hosting 

email hosting 
domain marketplace (aftermarket)

bi-annual fees 
domain renewals

incentives 
domain pairing



domain 
pairing



economic/competitive moat
the flywheel

best 
turnkey 
solution

curated TLD portfolio

customers’ sites, 
services, & 

word of mouth

re-invest into 
registry/registrar 

software



glossary
in reverse-alphabetical order

TLD top-level domain. Like, .com, .net, .org. Or just say, “extension.” 
SLD second-level domain. Most people just say “domain.” 
Registry company that operates a TLD. Verisign runs .com and is worth billions. 
Registrar company that sells domains. Porkbun, Namecheap, Hover, Gandi, &c. 
Registrant person who buys domains. Me, you, everyone. We love the names. 
ICANN ruler of the internet. Probably figuring out how to sell .org again. 
Handshake blockchain-based alternative DNS root, now in its fourth year. Aims to disrupt ICANN & CAs. 
Social proof? Encirca, Namecheap, and Porkbun sell Handshake domains. More registrars on the way. 
DANE/DNSSEC the equivalent of TLS, but for DNS security. Perfect for domains (top- and second-level). 
CA certificate authority. Pre-installed on every computing device (that’s why .com works natively).



https://www.forbes.com/sites/roslynlayton/2021/03/23/mit-researchers-estimate-the-value-of-domain-name-system-dns-at-8-billion

“The global DNS ecosystem is estimated 
to be worth roughly $8 billion annually, 
with additional value for domain names.”

https://www.forbes.com/sites/roslynlayton/2021/03/23/mit-researchers-estimate-the-value-of-domain-name-system-dns-at-8-billion

